Abstract-SPKI/SDSI is a standard for issuing authorization and name certificates. SPKI/SDSI can be used to implement a Trust Management System, where the policy for resource access is distributively specified by multiple trusted entities. Agents in the system need a formal mechanism for understanding the current state of policy. We present a first order temporal logic, called FTPL for specifying properties of a given SPKI/SDSI policy state. We also present algorithms to check if a SPKI/SDSI policy state satisfies a property specified in FTPL.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Use of the Language
SPKI/SDSI (simple public key infrastructure/simple distributed security infrastructure) is a mechanism for specifying policy in a distributed access control system [EFL + 99], [Ell99] . With standardized semantics it can also be viewed as a Trust Management Language [BFK99] . There has been much work done on analyzing fixed a priori defined properties of such an authorization system [JR01] , [CEE + 01] . In this paper we introduce a language based on general purpose temporal logic for specifying properties of such a system. This language, called FTPL: First order Temporal Policy analysis Logic, could be used by the agents to reason about the state of the policy. Such analysis is useful for understanding the current state of policy, auditing the past policy statements, to point out any violations in trust between agents and for aiding policy refinement/management. We present efficient methods for automatically checking if a given SPKI/SDSI certificate set satisfies a policy question specified in the logic. The logic that we use is an extension of the standard real-time temporal logic extended with quantifiers over the principals in the system. Many important properties such as the following can be expressed in our logic -can two principals K 1 and K 2 access the resource R simultaneously at some point in future? We can also specify queries in this § This research is partially supported by the NSF Grants CCR0205365and CCR-9988884 logic, for example retrieve all the principals who were able to access a resource R at some point in a time interval.
There have been a string rewriting system [CEE + 01] and a push down system(PDS) [JR01] to model certificate analysis problems in a SPKI/SDSI framework. We propose that temporal logic be used as a language to specify the issues of authorization, naming and validity. The policy analysis problem would be specified as a temporal logic formula f and we evaluate the formula on a given set of certificates C and a particular time instance t. The formulas of the logic could be interpreted not only to evaluate the truthness of a statement but also to reason about the state of the system by finding all instantiations of free variables which would make the formula true in the given state of system at a particular instant of time.
In access control models the usual analysis consists of safety analysis [HRU75] : does there exist a reachable state where a untrusted principal has access to the resource? A state in the system corresponds to a set of signed policy statements i.e certificates. We change the policy state by adding or deleting a certificate. Li et al [LWM03] propose security analysis where the state can change in a restricted manner. Security analysis is a study of security properties such as safety, availability, containment etc. Availability requires that in every reachable state a particular principal will be able to access a resource. Containment requires that in every reachable state if a particular principal has a property, say being able to access a resource, then that principal also satisfies a condition, like being member of a particular role. The above type of analysis is useful to understand how the current policy state can evolve.
We propose policy analysis in distributed access control models, where we analyze properties of a particular policy state. We consider a policy state as consisting of a set of policy statements each labeled with a validity interval. Each policy statement is valid during the time interval associated with it. At any point of time only a subset of the given set of certificates are valid. Policy analysis can also be viewed as a special case of security analysis where all the possible state transitions are know in advance, given that certificate issuers specify the time period during which the certificate is valid. We can reformulate the problems of security analysis to reason over time instead of reachable states. For example the availability property could be restated as: at all times in future does a principal K have access to a resource R. While, for practical reasons, we may want to reason about bounded availability: at all times during a time interval, say a school semester is a student K able to access the school ftp server R.
In a SPKI/SDSI system, given certificates containing validity intervals, authorization and name relationships vary with time. In a delegation based system where multiple agents make policy statements regarding access of a particular resource, no agent is aware of the overall state of the policy. There being a large number of policy statements, manual analysis is not an option. Many policy specification languages including SPKI/SDSI cannot specify constraints such as negative credentials, mutual exclusion, etc. necessitating a mechanism to make sure that agents didn't make policy statements which violate the unspecifiable constraints. In addition, analysis of current policy state is useful to formally reason whether the current policy state satisfies user defined properties and to gain knowledge for making decisions about changing the current policy state. Based on current policy state, we can also reason about issues of authorization and naming in future time.
We also propose policy audit, where we check for policy violations over a set of all the policy statements which were valid during the time of audit. In access control audit, the problem is of type: did principal K access a resource R?, while in policy audit we check whether a principal K had permissions to access a resource R? or whether principal K 1 gave authorization regarding a resource R to principal K 2 . Policy audit is a means to ascertain whether trusted agents were really trustworthy with regards to policy specification. By suitably shifting the timeline, we can use FTPL for purpose of reasoning about current policy state as well as for policy audit. For purposes of policy audit, we collect the set of all policy statements corresponding to the time of audit and evaluate the formulas of the logic over the static collection of policy statements labeled with validity periods.
The logic we propose would provide the resource administrator with a formal and a high level mechanism for specifying policy properties. The language could also be useful for the other types of users, like a client to reason about properties such as "is there an authorization chain leading to the client from a particular principal?" etc.
The paper will consist of five other sections, section [2] presents short description of related work. Section [3] consists of introduction to SPKI/SDSI and previous models for certificate analysis problems. Section [4] will consist of our proposed logic and examples of policy problems specifiable by the language and section [5] will contain algorithms to evaluate the formulas of the logic. Section [6] consists of conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There are other logics for SPKI/SDSI which model the name resolution, authorization and other features of SPKI/SDSI: Martin Abadi's logic to model local name spaces of SDSI [Aba97] , Halpern and van der Meyden's Logic of Local Name Containment to characterize SDSI name resolution which was extended to deal with other SPKI issues like revocation, expiry dates, and tuple reduction [HvdM01] . Ninghui Li [Li00] proposes a logic program to describe the name resolution algorithm which also handles authorization certificates and threshold subjects. The purpose of our logic is neither to model the features of SPKI/SDSI nor to provide for its semantics but for policy analysis. Jha and Reps [JR01] propose using temporal logic to reason about certificate chain derivations in a given SPKI system, while we propose using temporal logic as a language for specifying certificate set analysis problems involving authorization, naming and validity.
There have been many languages, logic and semantic frameworks to express authorization policy in a distributed system. Datalog and its variants seem to be the language of choice to specify authorization policy [LM03] . A specific class of distributed access control systems attracting much attention are the Trust Management Systems [BFK99] , [BFIK99] . The concept of Trust Management is that there exists a standard mechanism for expressing the access control policy and also a standard method to verify that an access request complies with the policy. This is called "Proof of Compliance". SPKI/SDSI was not intended by the authors to be a Trust Management System in that Proof of Compliance can be application dependent, but it can be viewed as a Trust Management System with standardized certificate chain reduction rules [EFL + 99]. Though lot of work has been done in specifying policy and checking whether an access request is compliant with the policy in a distributed access control system, not much literature exists regarding a language based mechanism for detailed analysis of policy beyond simple authorization problems. To our knowledge FTPL is the first such language for high level policy analysis in not just a SPKI/SDSI system, but in the distributed access control framework. While we give a logic to formulate policy analysis problems in the context of SPKI/SDSI we feel that full fledged languages for policy analysis in other distributed access control systems and trust management systems are of much use to the users of the system.
We give a list of specifiable problems that could be of interest in SPKI/SDSI policy analysis including some given by Jha and Reps [JR01] . The problems they list can be qualified by time. For example Authorized Access 1:"Given resource R and principal K, is K authorized to access R?", can be more specifically written in the context of time as:"Given Resource R and principal K is K authorized to access R at a particular instant of time, or at some point in a time interval?" While Jha and Reps provide a lattice based time structure which can be used to model such problems, we give a logic based formalism to specify such problems.
III. SPKI/SDSI
A. Introduction SPKI and SDSI are certificate based mechanisms for authorization and naming in distributed systems respectively. SPKI 1.0 : simple public key infrastructure, was a mechanism for expressing authorizations and delegations, where it was proposed that permissions be given directly to the public keys of entities. The most important contribution of SDSI: simple distributed security infrastructure, was to create local namespaces distinguished by the unique public key of the entity defining the names, instead of trying to create a globalized namespace. Features of SPKI 1.0 and SDSI 1.0 were integrated into SPKI/SDSI 2.0 [EFL + 99]. In the future if we say SPKI we mean SPKI/SDSI 2.0 unless mentioned otherwise. One of the features of the SPKI is that every principal is free to issue certificates signed by himself unlike in X.509 PKI framework [ADT02] where there are separate set of principals called certificate authorities(CA) who are trusted to issue certificates bearing their signature.
In SPKI/SDSI resource owners can delegate access rights to trusted entities and they can issue certificates authorizing others, leading to a chain of certificates from the resource owner to the end user. In a SPKI/SDSI system principals and resources are identified by their corresponding public keys. We can still associate names with the principals. Every principal has a local name space and the principal is free to define local names in his domain independent of others. For example for a UIC student John, university may be defined as K U IC , while for a UIUC student Jim, university may be defined as K U IU C . K U IC , K U IU C are the public keys of the universities UIC and UIUC respectively. Public keys being unique throughout the system, a name qualified by the public key of the principal defining the name, is also unique.
Definition 1: An identifier is a word over a given alphabet. The set of identifiers is denoted by I. The set of keys is denoted by K.
Definition 2: A local name is a sequence consisting of a key followed by a single identifier. A local name K friend may be defined as
There is another kind of name in SPKI/SDSI called extended name which increases the level of indirection in the naming scheme.
Definition 3 : An extended name is a sequence consisting of a key followed by two or more identifiers. An example of an extended name is K brother friend, where the meaning of friend would be evaluated in the context of K s brother.
Definition 3: A Name is either a local name or an extended name. We denote the set of all names as N .
Definition 4: A Term is either a key or a name. We use T = K + N to denote set of all terms.
Definition 5: We define a fully qualified name also to mean a public key or a local name or an extended name.
B. Certificate Structure
There are two types of certificates or certs in SPKI/SDSI: name certs and authorization(auth) certs. The function of a name cert is to define a local name as another term. Only the principal, in whose namespace the local name is defined, may issue the corresponding name certificate. In an auth cert a principal can grant or delegate permissions regarding accessing a resource to another term. We now describe the logical structure of the SPKI/SDSI certificates.
There are four fields in a name certificate (K, A, S , V ) which is signed with the private key of the issuer: K −1 . K is the public key whose namespace is being considered, A is an identifier in I and S is an element of T , i.e. it can be another public key, or a local name or an extended name. S is the term implied by the local name KA . V is a validity specification which states the validity condition for the certificate. The basic validity specification is of form [t 1 , t 2 ] where t 1 , t 2 are absolute time constants. The certificate is said to be valid from time t 1 to t 2 . If either t 1 or t 2 are not given we assume −∞ or +∞ respectively. Validity specification could also be a certificate revocation list or an online check [CEE + 01]. In our model of SPKI we consider a validity specification to be a certain time period in the interval 0 to ∞.
The authorization certificates consist of five fields (K, S, D, E, V ) signed by the private key of the issuer: K −1 . The main purpose of an SPKI authorization certificate is to grant or delegate a set of authorization actions as specified by E to the subject S ∈ T .
K is the public key of the certificate issuer. S is the Subject which can be either a key or a name. D is the boolean delegation bit which controls the delegation rights.
E is the set of authorization rights which are granted or delegated to the subject by the issuer. Note that authorization actions have address of the resource encoded in them. In our logic when we say read we mean read of a particular resource R defined in the context.
V is the Validity specification and the observations made above for name certs are applicable here also.
Delegation bit D implies that when the bit is set to one then the subject can access and also delegate the rights specified by set E to other users in the system, if the bit is zero then the subject only gets the right to perform actions specified by E, but cannot further delegate these rights to any other user.
C. Tuple Reduction
In a delegation based distributed access control system the resource owner permits others to specify policy regarding the access of the resource. Entities entrusted with delegation rights further propagate the access rights. This leads to a chain of certificates for accessing a resource. The principal requesting access would present the resource administrator with a requested authorization action and a chain of certificates which should prove that the requesting principal has the right to perform the requested action. Given a chain of certificates, one must deduce authorization and validity information from the chain. The rules which specify the inference conditions are called the tuple reduction rules. When an entity receives a set of certificates it verifies them for integrity and stores them in an unsigned form called the tuples. We use the terms certificates and tuples interchangeably as far as there is no confusion.
Consider a certificate issued by K 1 to a key K 2 with authorization actions A 1 and and validity specification V 1 , suppose delegation bit D 1 is also true. Then the certificate is logically represented as 5-tuple
Given D 1 to be true, let K 2 delegate authorization actions A 2 to subject S 2 , with validity condition V 2 and delegation bit D 2 .
According to the tuple reduction rules the result of composition of the certificates C 1 and C 2 in that order is another certificate C equivalent to the chain
These equivalent certificates can also be used as a regular certificates in the SPKI system and are called Certificate Result Certificates (CRC).
AI nter sect() is the intuitive intersection of authorization action sets. Howell and Kotz [HK00] note that the intersection may not always be well defined. For the purpose of our logic we consider authorization actions to be simple constants. Date range intersection V I nter sect() is the intersection of corresponding validity intervals.
D. Models for SPKI Certificate Analysis.
There are two primary models for tuple reduction problems, one is the string rewriting model of Clarke et al [CEE + 01] and the other is the push down system(PDS) based semantics of Jha and Reps [JR02] . We present the PDS based model of [JR02] 1) Push Down System based Semantics: Jha and Reps [JR01] model tuple reduction problems as configuration reachability problems in a pushdown system. A push down system is similar to a push down automata but without the input alphabet. They view the authorization problem: can a principal K p access resource a R as a configuration reachability problem in the pushdown automata and use the PDS model checking algorithms [EHRS00] , [BEO97] to answer the problem. The configuration of a PDS contains information about the control state and stack state of the PDS at a particular point in the computation. A configuration of PDS corresponds to a term in a SPKI system. If a configuration G T reaches another configuration G S using the state transition rules, then the corresponding term T can resolve to term S, defining the " term reachability semantics" for the SPKI/SDSI system. PDS State transition rules correspond to the SPKI/SDSI certificates. The PDS formalization is also more expressible then the rewriting system of Clarke et al [CEE + 01] to formulate various certificate analysis problems. We now describe the method to build a push down system from a given set of certificates and then model the certificate analysis problems using configuration reachability relation of the PDS. The primary issues of certificate analysis are that of name resolution and authorization derivability. For purposes of the algorithm we convert name certs of form (K, A, S, V ) into the rewriting rule KA → S, auth cert
V and E are ignored for now, we consider that each resource has only one type of access right.
A pushdown system is formally defined as a triple P = (Q, Γ, ∆), where Q is a finite set of state variables, Γ is a finite set of stack symbols, and ∆ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q × Γ * is the finite set of state transition rules. If (q, γ, q , w) ∈ ∆ then we write (q, γ) → (q , w). The PDS P when in state q and γ on top of stack, uses the above transition rule to goto state q , popping γ and writing string w onto the stack. The → corresponds to the rewriting relation between various elements of a SPKI certificate. A configuration of P is a pair q, w where q ∈ Q and w ∈ Γ * . Here q denotes the control state and string w the stack state. The set of all configurations is denoted by G. Corresponding to the transition relation of the PDS states we have the (immediate) reachability relation of the configurations. If (q, γ) → (q , w) then for all v ∈ Γ * , q, γv ⇒ q , wv , i.e. configuration q, γv is said to be the immediate predecessor of q , wv . The reflexive transitive closure and the transitive closure of the immediate reachability relationship(⇒) are denoted by ⇒ * and ⇒ + respectively. A run of a P DS is a sequence of configurations c 0 , c 1 , ...c n such that c i is an immediate predecessor of c i+1 . The run of a PDS corresponds to a SPKI certificate chain reduction.
Given a set of certs C with principals(keys) represented by K and identifiers by I , we construct a PDS P C (Q, Γ, ∆) as follows. The set of control states is the set of keys, Q = K. Note that we only analyze authorization problems concerning a particular resource which is identified by a special key R in K . The stack alphabet is set of identifiers and the delegation symbols, Γ = I ∪ { , }.
The symbol implies permission to delegate while just grants access. The set ∆ of state transitions contains a transition (K γ → K ω) for every cert rule (K γ → K ω). The term K 1 A B corresponds to the PDS configuration K 1 , A B , term K corresponds to K, . When the PDS is in configuration K 1 , A B and there is a state transition rule(cert) K 1 A → K 2 then it goes to configuration K 2 , B . The reachability relation ⇒ * defines set of all terms which a given term can resolve to. For authorization derivability, the PDS configuration is of the form K, which means principal K can access and delegate permissions, or of the form K, which means K can just access. A principal K can access the resource R if there is a run of the PDS from configuration R, to either of the configurations K, or K, . Whether a term can resolve into another term can be decided in the PDS system in time O(n 2 L C ) where n is the total number of keys in the certificate system C, and L C is the sum of lengths of the right hand side(rhs) of all the certificates in the system. Length of the rhs of a cert is the number of non-key symbols on the rhs of the rule corresponding to the cert.
We use term reachability semantics of the PDS model to define the FTPL semantics. For that purpose we modify the PDS described above by adding an authorization variable v to the system to form a augmented PDS P = (Q, Γ, δ, v). The authorization rights a principal grants to another principal are computed as the sideeffects of the run of the PDS using the authorization variable v. At the start of a computation v is initialized to A, the set of all authorization rights for the resource being considered. Each auth cert rule is labeled with the authorization rights granted to the subject of the cert. Accordingly, we also label the corresponding state transition rule in δ. In the PDS P whenever we go from one configuration to another configuration using a state transition rule labeled with a set of authorization rights E, we update the authorization variable v as v = v ∩ E. If the PDS goes from configuration K 1 , to K 2 , with the value of v as A 1 at the end of the run, then K 1 directly/indirectly delegates to K 2 the authorization rights A 1 .
IV. LOGIC FOR POLICY ANALYSIS
A. Definition of the Logic
We define a polyadic First order Temporal Policy analysis Logic (FTPL) as a language for specifying properties of a SPKI/SDSI certificate system. The formulas of the logic are to be evaluated on a semantic model of the SPKI/SDSI system. The policy analysis problem would be specified as a FTPL formula f which is interpreted on a given set of certificates at a particular instance of time. Users can choose application dependent semantics for the language, but we use the standard tuple reduction semantics [CEE + 01] with the view of SPKI as a trust management system. The constructs of the logic deal with the issues of authorization, naming and validity. Though we model time as discrete in this paper, we can easily extend FTPL to interpret over continuous time.
The authorization reachability issue is modeled by the predicate authoriz e(i, j, d, e), called the authorization reachability predicate, where i is a key or a variable and j is a fully qualified name or another variable. The components of authorize predicate d, e specify the delegation and authorization rights respectively. The boolean delegation control d ∈ {0, 1}, with 1 implying permission to access and delegate and 0 just granting access. The authorization control e is a subset of a set of constants A, which specifies the set of authorization actions for a particular resource. The predicate authoriz e(i, j, d, e) is true at a particular instance of time t with respect to a given set of certificates C, if there is a chain of certificates, where the principal denoted by i directly/indirectly transfers the rights d, e to the principal or name denoted by j. Name certificates are not just mechanisms to resolve names to principals but can also be used to delegate permissions [Li00] . To reason exclusively about name resolution we define the predicate resolve(p, q) where p is either a local or an extended name and q is either a fully qualified name or a variable. The predicate reasons whether the name denoted by p resolves to the term denoted by q using the name certificates given in C. The type of a variable in case of both authoriz e and resolve is the set of all principals in the system. The only atomic formulas of the logic, are the authorization reachability predicate authoriz e(i, j, d, e) and the name resolution predicate resolve(p, q). The rest all formulas are combinations of the predicates with the associated FTPL operators. The operators of the logic consist of the usual boolean connectives ¬ and ∧, the temporal nexttime operator X, the bounded until operator U [t1,t2] where t 1 , t 2 are positive integers and t 1 ≤ t 2 , the principal quantifier ∃ where the universe of discourse is the set of principals(keys) present in the certificate system C, over which the formulas of the logic are interpreted. These are the basic operators. We assume we have set V of variables. All the variables range over the set of principals present in the given certificate set C. Let K,T be the set of keys and terms present in certificate set C respectively and A be the set of authorization actions for a particular resource R.
The syntax of the logic is inductively defined as follows:
2) If p ∈ N and q ∈ T ∪ V then resolve(p, q) is a FTPL formula.
3) If f and g are formulas of the logic, then ¬f and f ∧ g are also FTPL formulas.
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We use free variables in the formula to formulate queries over a SPKI system. The formula will return a set of evaluations which when substituted for the free variables would make the logical formula true in the context of the given certificate system C at a particular instant of time t. For a formula f , let f ree-var(f ) denote the set of free variables of f . An evaluation say ρ for the formula f is a mapping from f ree-var(f ) to the set of principals, ρ : f ree-var(f ) → K. We extend the domain of ρ to (f ree-var(f ) ∪ T ) so that for every T ∈ T , ρ(T ) = T . An interpretation for a formula f is a triple (C, t, ρ) where C is a set of certificates, t ≥ 0 is a time instance and ρ is an evaluation.
We give the semantics of a formula f over an interpretation (C, t, ρ). For any certificate C let C.val be the validity time interval of C. For a given set C of certificates and time t, let C t = {C ∈ C|t ∈ C.val}. C t denotes the set of certs valid at time t and P Ct (Q, Γ, δ, v) denotes the PDS constructed from the set of certs C t as described in previous section.
We define the satisfiability relation |= between an interpretation and a FTPL formula as follows:
|= authoriz e(i, j, d, e) if the PDS constructed from set of certificates C t , P Ct can go from configuration ρ(i), to the configuration ρ(j), , with authorization variable v ⊇ e, at the end of the computation, when d = 1 i.e. ρ(i), ⇒ * ρ(j), . If d = 0 the PDS P Ct can reach either the above configuration or the configuration ρ(j), . Note that if the key ρ(i) directly/indirectly issues term ρ(j) with greater delegation and authorization rights than specified by d and e respectively, the authorize predicate still holds true.
(C, t, ρ) |= resolve(p, q) if the PDS P Ct can go from configuration corresponding the name p, to the configuration corresponding the term ρ(q).
(C,t, ρ) |= ∃if (i) iff there exists an
where ρ is a restriction of the domain of ρ to (f ree-var(f (K 1 )) ∪ T ).
For convenience of expression we introduce derived operators ∨, ♦, , ∀, which are extensions of the basic FTPL operators.
∨ is the standard propositional operator. ♦, are the standard temporal logic operators. ∀ is the universal quantifier. is the name resolution operator. ♦ [t1,t2] f states whether f is true during any time instance from t 1 to t 2 . [t1,t2] f states whether formula f is true throughout time interval t 1 , t 2 . Intuitively the name resolution operator resolves a name (local or extended) to its principals according to the SDSI name resolution principles and then evaluates the formula over the restricted domain.
Given a formula f with free variables and a set of certificates C and a time instance t, we interpret the formula f as a query returning a set of tuples, which are evaluations satisfying the formula f . For example authorize (R, x, 1, {r}) , where x is a free variable, denotes a query which returns all the principals x who have the permission to delegate right r of the resource R at the current instance of time.
B. Using the Logic to analyze the state of a given SPKI system
All the formulas are evaluated in the context of a given certificate set C and with respect to a particular resource R unless otherwise specified. Constructing the required set of certificates C for evaluating a formula in a distributed environment is non-trivial. Like others [CEE + 01], [JR02] we assume that we have the required set of certificates to evaluate the formulas of the logic. Distributed database lookup and goal-based certificate discovery methods seem to be promising approaches in retrieving the required set of certificates dynamically, especially for the SDSI part of the system [LWM01] .
From the perspective of a resource administrator a practical guideline seems to be to cache all the certificate chains which are presented as a proof of compliance by the access requesting clients. The resource administrator may cache these certificates in a secure storage and use the FTPL logic as a means of offline Policy Audit. Though the view that certificates don't exist till they are used seems to be suited for policy audit, it can have unanticipated results as we show with an example later in the section. The language FTPL can be used in two analysis modes with respect to time. By defining the origin of time " 0" to be current time instance, we can reason about the current state of the policy. For auditing a set of policy statements made from a particular time t in the past we can time shift the origin of time to t. We now illustrate the use of language to specify policy analysis problems.
This formula specifies that at every instance during the period [t 1 , t 2 ] atleast one principal in the set defined by fully qualified name G has 'w' access to resource R (Group availability property):
This formula specifies whether a blacklisted principal K B ever had 'read' access to a resource R during the time of audit [0, t a ]. Here " 0" refers to the start time of the audit, and " t a " the end time of the audit:
This formula specifies that principal K will be able to delegate 'read' right for the file R in future:
This formula specifies that given resource R and name G, there is an authorization chain granting G permissions to perform action 'w' on R at current time:
This formula specifies that given resource R and name G, all the principals denoted by G are authorized to perform action 'w' on R at current time:
Note that the later formula implies the former, but not vice versa.
This formula specifies that both the principals K 1 and K 2 have simultaneous 'write' access to a resource R at some time in the future(mutual exclusion):
This formula specifies that both the principals K 1 and K 2 have 'write' access to a resource R at some time in the future:
This formula specifies that a principal belonging to local name K f oo Accountant is directly/indirectly granting write permissions for a resource at some point of time to a principal of local name K f oo P urchaser (conflict of interest).
Given resource R , this query returns all the principals authorized to perform actions 'r' and 'w' on R at time t a : 3 (ta,ta) authorize(R, x, 0, {r, w}).
Where x is the free variable which returns all valuations satisfying the above formula.
This formula specifies whether principal K 1 can access resource R before K 2 :
All the previous properties and queries assumed that we evaluate the formula against a single certificate system C. In the following query we need to consider different set of certificates for different subcomponents of the formula.
This query returns all the principals who will be excluded from performing action 'w' currently on the resource R if all the certificates issued by a compromised key K, C K ⊆ C are revoked now.
{x| (C, 0, ∅) |= authorize(R, x, 0, {w})}− {x| (C − C K , 0, ∅) |= authorize(R, x, 0, {w})} Certain problems like " is there a authorization chain from the resource R to a principal K without involving the compromised key K " , are not directly expressible in the logic FTPL. By using the above mentioned method we can still answer such questions.
Reasoning about roles in a SPKI system. Li [Li00] states that local names in the SPKI framework can be interpreted as " distributed roles" . Distributed in the sense that they are not specified by a centralized authority in the traditional sense of the roles. Roles are thought of as an abstraction for a set of users and a set of permissions, they can include other roles too [San98] . Roles can be implemented in a SPKI system using local names by giving permissions directly to local names instead of principals. Principals inherit privileges by virtue of being members of a " local name" . This approach is useful to simplify policy specification in many real-world scenarios. We can use FTPL to reason about the interpretation of local name as roles. The predicate resolve can be used to reason about role membership and role hierarchy specified in a distributed fashion. The following formula specifies that role corresponding local name R 2 dominates that of R 1 :
Static separation of duty: This formula specifies that two roles R 1 and R 2 have the same user as a member in both the roles at same time.
Containment: This formula specifies that there is a principal not contained by role R having 'r' access to a resource P at any point of time:
We can also use FTPL to reason about trust violations in a SPKI system. Consider the following scenario : A resource K U niv in a university, which the students in CS and ECE dept need to have read access, some teaching assistants and special students(say research assistants) in CS dept also need to have a write access.
But no non-CS student is supposed to have a write access to the resource. Given that it is not possible to specify negative permissions in a SPKI system the resource administrator has to trust that the principals with delegation authority will not violate the university policy.
(K U niv , K CSD ept students, {read}, 0, {t 1 , t 2 }) (K U niv , K E CE D ept students, {read}, 0, {t 1 , t 2 }) (K U niv , K CSD ept , {read, write}, 1, {t 1 , t 2 }) : So that the CS dept admin can give write permissions to selected TA's and some special CS students.
, {read, write}, 1, {t 1 , t 2 }) : TA2 can give write permission to some special CS students. (K CSD ept , students, K studenti , {t 1 , t 2 }) : Name Certificate for CS student 'i' including TA's and special CS students.
In the above system the CS admin or TA2 can violate the " university policy" by giving permissions to a non-CS student.
The university resource admin wants to check whether there is a Non-CS student having write access to the resource.
Evaluating a FTPL formula on a partial set of certificates.
In the case where we evaluate the above formula over a set of certificates obtained by caching the previous access request chains we may get a false-positive. Consider the scenario where TA2 from start uses the following chain to get resource authorization,
then the name cert validating TA2 to be a student of CSDept is not cached by the resource administrator leading to a false positive. When the resource administrator catches a possible policy violation he can use manual resolution or a goal-directed procedure to confirm the result. The other type of violations are caused by lack of authorization certs, for example when a principal grants permissions to a blacklisted principal, but the blacklisted principal doest not access the resource and no chain involving the blacklisted principal is sent as a proof of authorization, then the corresponding formula evaluated over the cached set of certs returns a false answer. But this is a benign violation in the sense that though a certificate has been issued in violation of the policy, that certificate has not been used. In this case the serious problems which arise because of evaluating a formula on a partial state of the system are due to lack of name certificates. Goal directed algorithms for retrieving the distributed set of SDSI name certificates already exist in the literature [LWM01] .
V. EVALUATING THE FORMULAS
In this section, we give an algorithm that takes a certificate system C and a FTPL formula f and outputs a set of pairs of the form (ρ, t) such that f is satisfied with respect to the evaluation ρ at time t, i.e., (C, t, ρ) |= f . For ease of presentation of the algorithm, we assume that there is only one resource and one access right. It can be easily generalized to the case of multiple access rights. If f has k free variables, the algorithm actually computes a relation R f which is a set of (k + 1)-tuples such that the first k values in each tuple define an evaluation ρ and the last value in the tuple is a list of time intervals such that for all instances t in these time intervals (C, t, ρ) satisfies f . Actually, we compute the relations R g for each subformula g of f . These relations are computed inductively in increasing lengths of g. In the base case, g is an atomic subformula which is of the form authorize(i, j, d, e) or is of the form resolve(p, q). Recall that for the atomic formula authorize(i, j, d, e), i can be a variable or a key, and j can be a variable or a term. We assume that j is a variable or a key (if j is a term then by introducing new keys and new rules we can reduce it to a case where j is a key. For example in order to evaluate a predicate authorize(K 1 , K 2 A 1 , d, e) over certificate set C, we add new key K 3 and a new rule K 2 A 1 → K 3 and evaluate authorize(K 1 , K 3 , d, e) in the augmented system. The total number of new symbols and rules we introduce is bounded by the sum of right hand sides of the certificate rules). Similarly we assume that in resolve(p, q), p can be a name and q can be a key or a variable. In the first step of our algorithm, we compute the relations R g for the case when g is an atomic formula. In the second step, we compute the relations R g for the case when g is not atomic.
In the first step, the algorithm operates as follows. Recall that each certificate in the set C is associated with a valid interval. We assume that t min and t max , respectively, are the minimum of the beginning points and the maximum of the end points of the validity intervals of certificates in C. Let m be the number of certificates in C. Using the validity intervals of the certificates, we compute a sequence of increasing times T 0 , T 1 , ..., T l−1 (These sequences can be easily computed from the sequence obtained by taking the begin and end times of all the validity intervals of certificates in C and sorting them in increasing order) and a sequence of sets of certificates C 0 ,...,C l−2 such that l ≤ 2m, T 0 = t min , T l−1 = t max + 1 and for each i, 1 ≤ i < l, the set of certificates in C that are valid at every time instance in the interval [T i , T i+1 − 1] is the same and is given by C i . We can see that the complexity of the above procedure is dominated by the complexity for sorting the time points and hence is O(m log m).
For each i = 0, ..., l − 2 we do as follows. Using the set of certificates C i , for each atomic formula g of f we do as follows. Consider the case when g is authorize(p, q, d, e). In this case, both p, q are either a variable or a key. We compute the set E val g,i of evaluations ρ for g such that the following property is satisied: if d = 1 then the the PDS P Ci can go from the configuration ρ(p), to the configuration ρ(q), ; if d = 0 then the PDS can go to the above configuration or to the configuration ρ(q), . Note that if p is not a variable then ρ(p) = p; similar condition holds for q. If neither of p, q is a variable then ρ is the empty evaluation; in this case either E val g,i contains the empty evluation indicating the satisfaction of g at every time instance in the interval [T i , T i+1 −1] or it is the empty set indicating the non-satisfaction of g in the above interval. If g is resolve(p, q) then we compute the set E val g,i of evaluations ρ such that the above PDS can go from the configuration corresponding to the name p to the configuration corresponding to the term ρ(q) (recall that p has to be a name and q can be a variable or a term; also, recall that the configuration corresponding to the name of the form K A B is K, A B ). Now it should be easy to see how R g can be calculated from the sets E val g,i for i = 0, ..., (l − 2). Recall that, if g has k free variables then R g is a set of (k + 1) tuples (here k ≤ 2). For each evaluation ρ that appears in at least some E val g,i , R g has a single tuple whose first k components give the evaluation ρ and whose (k + 1) st component is the list of all time intervals
In the above procedure, we defined the sets E val g,i using a PDS P Ci . However, we plan to employ a And-or graph from which the sets E val g,i can be computed for all g using a single fix point computation.
Now we describe the And-or graph construction for a set D of certificates. First using the certificate set D, we first define a nondeterministic normalized pushdown system P, from which we define an equivalent context free grammar G, which is converted in to an And-Or graph H. The advantages of using the And-Or graph over the PDS model of Jha and Reps [JR02] is that we have the reachability relationships between various principals in one structure from which the required relations can be computed efficiently. The And-or graph H can be computed directly from C without constructing either of P or G . However, their definition gives a better intuition leading to an easy proof of correctness of the algorithm.
The given certificate system D is expressed as a set of rewriting rules, the name certs correspond to the rules of form K 1 A → K 2 A 1 A 2 ...A n . The auth certs correspond to rules of the form K → K 1 A 1 A 2 ..A n . Corresponding to each key K we introduce two symbols K , K . K # is the augmented set of keys consisting of the original keys and their associated symbols.
Given the set D of cert rules, all the rules will be converted to a normalized transition function δ of a pushdown system. The pushdown system P we consider is a three tuple (Q, Γ, δ). Q is the set of states as given below, Γ is the stack alphabet containing identifiers and delegation symbols of a SPKI system, δ ⊆ Q × {Γ ∪ { }} × Q × {Γ ∪ { }} is the transition function. δ can have transitions either of type (K 1 , A 1 , K 2 , ) or (K 1 , , K 2 , A 1 ), which means that PDS can go from state K 1 to state K 2 either by popping or pushing a symbol A 1 ∈ Γ on top of the stack. is the empty string character. Thus in each transition a symbol is pushed or is popped from the stack and both do not occur in the same transition. Let l i be the length of right hand side of rule i, L D the sum of the lengths of the right hand side of the cert rules.
Each rewriting rule is converted into a set of four tuples in δ. If we have the i'th cert(name or auth) with length i as
then it will be converted to normalized tuples of set δ as follows:
For each K, the PDS when in state K pushes onto the stack and goes to state K.
In a state K, the PDS non-deterministically chooses a rule i whose left hand side key is K and and the left hand side symbol(identifier or delegation bit) matches the symbol on top of the stack, it pops the symbol currently on top of the stack and goes to state (i, l i ) if l i > 0 or else if l i = 0 to state K i given by the right hand side key of rule i.
In a state of the form (i, j) it pushes the j'th identifier of the right hand side of the i'th cert and goes to state 
given by the right hand side key of rule i.
When the PDS is in state of type K and the top of the stack symbol is either or then it goes to state K or K respectively.
We can see that in a SPKI system D a key K 1 gives authorization to another key K 2 if the PDS P when started in state K 1 on an empty stack reaches either of the states K 2 or K 2 with the stack empty at the end.
It is easy to see that size of δ is O(L D + |D|) and size of Q is O(|K| + L D ).
From the normalized PDS P we construct an equivalent context free grammar G according to the rules given in [Sip01] . The variables (i.e., non-terminals) of G are {A pq |p, q, ∈ Q}. The production rules of G are described below.
For each p, q, r, s ∈ Q and A ∈ Γ, such that δ contains the transitions (p, , r, A), (s, , A, q) (i.e., the first transition pushes A onto the stack while the second pops the same symbol from the stack) we have the rule A pq → A rs in G.
For each p, q, r ∈ Q we have the rule A pq → A pr A rq in G.
For each p ∈ Q, we have the rule A pp → in G.
The only terminal symbol of the grammar is the null string . Let Q ⊂ Q be the set K∪{(i, l i )| 1 ≤ i ≤ |D|}. Due to the semantics of SPKI, it is easy to see that among the rules of type A pq → A pr A rq , the ones that are useful are those in which q, r ∈ Q . It is easy to see that the number of rules of this type is bounded by O((|K| + L D )(|K| + |D|)|D|). The total number of rules is O((|K| + L D )(|K||D| + |D| 2 )). The CFG G has the following property. The PDS P can go from state p to q starting and ending in a empty stack iff we can generate the empty string from CFG symbol A pq . The term reachability problem of the PDS has been converted to a word problem in the CFG.
From the above grammar G we construct a directed And-Or graph H = (V, E). The vertex set V is a disjoint union of two sets V 1 , V 2 . V 1 is the set of all pairs of the form [p, q] where p ∈ Q and q ∈ Q . V 2 is the set of all triples of the form [p, q, r] where p ∈ Q and q, r ∈ Q . Each vertex in V 1 is an " or" vertex while each vertex in V 2 is an " and" vertex. The set E of edges is defined as follows. 
It is well known that this fix point can be computed in time linear in the size of H using a simple iterative approach as follows. With each vertex u, we maintain a variable label(u) which is initialized to T rue for vertices of the form [p, p] and is initialized to F alse for all other vertices. We also maintain a counter c(u) with each vertex u which is initialized to zero for all vertices. The algorithm also maintains a set X of vertices. Initially, X is the set of nodes of the form [p, p]. After this we iterate the following procedure as long as X is non-empty. We delete a node v from X, examine all nodes u from which there is an edge to v; if u ∈ V 1 (i.e.,is an or-node) and c(u) is zero then we increment c(u), set label(u) to T rue and add u to the set X; if u ∈ V 2 (i.e., is an " and" node) and c(u) < 2 then we increment c(u), further if c(u) = 2 after this increment, we set label(u) to T rue and add u to X.
It is easily shown that at the end of the above algorithm, for any vertex u of the form [p, q], label(u) is T rue iff the contex free grammar G can generate the empty string from the non-terminal A pq . Using this and the results of [Sip01] , the following theorem is easily proved.
Theorem: At the end of the above algorithm, for any vertex u of the form [p, q], label(u) = T rue iff the PDS when started in state p with empty stack reaches state q with empty stack.
The size of H which is (|V | + |E|) can be shown to be O((|K| + L D )(|K||D| + |D| 2 )). Thus the complexity of the above fix point computation is O((|K| + L D )(|K||D| + |D| 2 )).
Recall that, at the beginning of the section, we described a method for computing relation R g for each atomic formula g. This procedure used a sequence of sets of certificates C 0 , C 1 , ..., C l−2 where l ≤ 2,.
R g is constructed by computing Eval g,i for i = 0...l− 2. It should be easy to see that, for any fixed i, Eval g,i for all g can be computed by constructing the And-or graph corresponding to the set of certs C i .
Eval g,i can be computed from the And-or graph H i corresponding to the set of certificates C i as follows.
Assume g is authorize(p, q, d, e). If both p, q are variables and d = 1 then Eval g,i is the set of all pairs (K 1 , K 2 ) such that the vertex (K 1 , K 2 ) is labeled T rue in graph H i . If d = 0 then we check if either the above vertex or the vertex (K 1 , K 2 ) are labeled T rue in H i . If both p, q are keys say K 1 , K 2 and d = 1, then Eval g,i is the singleton set containing the empty evaluation if the vertex (K 1 , K 2 ) is labeled T rue; otherwise, it is the empty set. Other cases are similarly handled.
Assume g is resolve(p, q). In this case p is a name and q can be a key or a variable. We can assume that p is the prefix of the right hand side of some rule j in C i (If this is not the case then we can add a dummy rule whose right hand side is p). Assume that the length of p(number of identifiers) is k. If q is a key then Eval g,i is the singleton set containing the empty evaluation if the node [(j, k), q] in H i is labeled T rue; otherwise, it is the empty set. If q is a variable then Eval g,i is the set of all K 1 such that the node
In the above computation if C i+1 ⊇ C i , then the graph H i+1 is obtained by adding new edges to H i , corresponding to additional certs in C i+1 . The fixpoint computation on H i+1 can start with the labels computed for H i and continue with the additional edges till a new fixpoint is reached. Thus we can take advantage of the incremental nature of the fix point computation, with respect to addition of edges to the And-or Structure. It is to be noted that if C i+1 ⊆ C i , then H i+1 is obtained from H i by deleting some edges. However we cannot apply incremental computation while deleting edges in the graph H i , as the lest fixpoint computation is not incremental with respect to the deletion of edges in the And-or structure.
Since |C i | ≤ m, from the above analysis we can see that R g , for any atomic g, can be computed in time O(m(|K| + |L C |)(Km + m 2 )).
In our algorithm presented below for computing R f , we need to maintain lists of intervals of time. A list of intervals is maximal if every pair of intervals in the list is non-overlapping and non-adjacent (two time intervals [s, s ], [t, t ] are non-overlapping and non-adjacent if t > s + 1 or s > t + 1). We maintain all lists in such a way that they are maximal and the intervals are in sorted order. We call such lists as normalized. We define the size of such a list as the number of intervals in it. All our lists are in normalized form and all operations preserve this property. The union of two normalized lists L 1 and L 2 is another normalized list covering exactly the union of the time points covered by the two lists. The intersection of two normalized lists is a normalized list that covers exactly the time points common to both of the lists. The union and intersection of two normalized lists can be computed in time proportional to the sum of the sizes of the two lists. The complement of a normalized list L 1 is a normalized list that covers exactly all time points in the interval [0, ∞] that are not covered by L 1 . The complement of a normalized list can also be computed in time linear in the size of the list. Now we give the second part of the algorithm based on structural induction for computing relation R g of a subformula g when g is not atomic. The algorithm computes relation R g for each subformula g of f in the increasing lengths of the subformula g. On termination of the algorithm we have the required relation R f . We call the list in each tuple of the relation R g as the validity list of the tuple. We want to show that the length of the validity list in each tuple of in R g is of length O(m|g|). To show this, we first define a finite set of time points (i.e., positive integers), called extreme points(g), such that the beginning and ending time points of each interval in the validity lists of tuples in R g belong to extreme points(g). The set extreme points(g) is defined inductively on the structure of g. If g is an atomic proposition then extreme points(g) is the set of points {T i , T i + 1 : 0 ≤ i < l} as given at the beginning of this section. It is to be noted the cardinality of this set is O(m). If g = h ∧ h then extreme points(g) is the union of extreme points(h) and extreme points(h ). If g = ¬h then extreme points(g) is same as extreme points(h). If g = Xh then extreme points(g) is the set {0, t − 1 : t ∈ extreme points(h)}. If g = hU [t1,t2] h , then extreme points(g) is the set {t − t 1 , t − t 2 , t + 1 − t 1 , t + 1 − t 2 : t ∈ extreme points(h) or t ∈ extreme points(h )}. If g = ∃ i(h) then extreme points(g) is same as extreme points(h). By induction on the length of g, it can be shown that the cardinality of extreme points(g) is O(m|g|). In the construction of R g given below, it should be easy to see that the begin and end points of each interval in the validity list of each tuple in R g is from the set extreme points(g). Since the intervals in a validity list are disjoint, each point in extreme points(g) can appear as the end point of atmost one interval. Hence, the length of each such validity list is O(m|g|).
Let |R g | denotes the number of tuples in the relation R g corresponding to a formula g. As shown above, the length of any validity list of a tuple in R g is of O (m|g|) where m is the number of certificates. Since the number of free variables appearing in g is at most |g|, we see that the size of any single tuple including its validity list is O(|g| + m|g|) which is O(m|g|). Hence, the size of R g is O(m|R g ||g|).
If the subformula g is of the type ¬h, then for every tuple of form Consider a subformula g = h ∧ h , where R h , R h are the relations computed for formulas h and h , having (i + 1) and (j + 1) attributes respectively. If h, h have v number of common variables, then R g has (i+j −v +1) attributes. For a given instantiation ρ if h is satisfied during an interval I (in the validity list) and h during I , g is satisfied during time I ∩ I . For a tuple t 1 in R h and a tuple t 2 in R h , we include a tuple t 12 in R g , if the corresponding values of of the common variables in the two tuples are equal and the intersection of the corresponding validity lists is not empty. We include in the tuple t 12 all the values related to the variables(without repeating the common variable values) and the validity list in the tuple t 12 is given by intersection of the validity lists in t 1 and t 2 . Given that we can compute the intersection of two validity lists in time linear in the sum of their sizes, we can compute R g in time O(m|R h ||R h |(|h| + |h |)).
If the subformula is of the type g = Xh, then for every tuple in R h of the form (K 1 , ...K r , L), we include the tuple (K 1 , ...K r , L ) in R g where L is as defined below; L consists of all intervals of the form [max(t i − 1, 0), t j − 1] such that [t i , t j ] ∈ L. We can compute L in time linear in the size of L. Hence we can compute R g in time O(m|R h ||h|).
If the subformula is g = ∃ih(i), then R g is computed as follows. Let r + 1 be the number of attributes of the relation R h . With out loss of generality, assume that the j th attribute of R h gives the value of the variable i. Note that the values of the last attribute is the validity list of the tuple. We group the tuples of R h into the smallest collection of groups G 1 , .., G l such that each group G p satisfies the following property: all the tuples in G p have the same values for the q th attribute, for each q such that q = j and 1 ≤ q ≤ r. Corresponding to each group G p , R g has a single tuple (K 1 , .., K j−1 , K j+1 , ..., K r , L) where K q , for 1 ≤ q ≤ r and q = j, is the value of the q th attribute in a tuple in G p and L is the union of all the validity lists in the tuples in G p ; it is to be noted that the list L can be computed in time linear in the sum of the sizes of the validity lists in the tuples of G p . Hence we can calculate R g in time O(m|R h ||h|).
Consider a subformula g = hU [t1,t2] h , where R h , R h are the relations computed for formulas h and h , having (i + 1) and (j + 1) attributes respectively. If h, h have v number of common variables, then R g has (i+j −v +1) attributes. For a given instantiation ρ of values if h is satisfied during the times given by validity list L 1 , h is satisfied during the time intervals given by the validity list L 2 , we give a method to calculate L 12 the list of time intervals during which g is satisfied. We define two intervals [p 1 , p 2 ] ∈ L 1 , [q 1 , q 2 ] ∈ L 2 as compatible if they overlap or if [p 1 , p 2 ], [q 1 , q 2 ]are adjacent i.e. q 1 = p 2 + 1. To compute L 12 take two compatible intervals I 1 = [p 1 , p 2 ] ∈ L 1 , I 2 = [q 1 , q 2 ] ∈ L 2 , then by the definition of the bounded until operator we can show that the corresponding interval I 12 ∈ L 12 during which the formula g holds good is [max(T − t 2 , p 1 ), max(T − t 1 , p 1 )] where T = min(p 2 + 1, q 2 ). Thus we compute all the intervals in L 12 from the compatible intervals of L 1 and L 2 . Given that we maintain the validity lists in a normalized condition we can calculate L 12 in time linear in the sum of sizes of validity lists L 1 and L 2 . For a tuple t 1 in R h and a tuple t 2 in R h , we include a tuple t 12 in R g , if the values of tuples corresponding to the common variables are equal and the composition of corresponding validity lists as defined above is not empty. We include in the tuple t 12 all the values related to the variables(without repeating the common variable values) and the validity list in the tuple t 12 is given by composition of corresponding validity lists in t 1 and t 2 as defined above. We can compute R g in time O(|R h ||R h |m(|h| + |h |)).
Thus we calculate the relation R f for the formula f inductively from the components of the formula. Let n be the total number of principals in the system, L the sum of lengths of right hand side of all certificates and k the number of variables in the formula f . For any formula g(i 1 , ..., i li ) with l i number of variables the size of relation R g is of order O(n li m|g|) because each of the variables can be any of the n principals in the system. The normalized validity list of a tuple in R g can be maintained in the size of O(m|g|). The relation R g obtained by composition of relations R h and R h can be computed in time O(|R h ||R h |m(|h| + |h |)). If h contains l i variables and h contains l j variables, R g can be computed in time O(n li n lj m(|h| + |h |)) = O(n li+lj m(|h| + |h |)). Thus the overall formula can be computed in time O(n li+lj+... m(|h| + |h | + ...)) = O(n k m|f |). Since the size of formula |f | ≈ k the complexity of evaluating the formula f given the relations for the atomic formulas authorize and resolve is O(n |f | m|f |). The overall complexity of evaluating the formulas of the logic FTPL is O(n |f | m|f |) + O(m(n + L)(nm + m 2 )).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a language for analyzing a set of policy statements labeled with validity intervals and gave a list of problems that could be specifiable by the language. We also gave algorithms for computing the formulas of the logic in a incremental fashion. In future we propose to modify the semantics of the modal operators of FTPL to consider a state transition model for the SPKI access control system.
